WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
CHAPTER XVII
^ I ^HE malefactors were tried and condemned to death in July.
I By that time I was Acting High Commissioner, and I advised
the Foreign Office that, to avoid all appearance of vindictive-
ness, I would like to recommend to King Fuad that the penalty
of one of the seven be reduced to a life sentence instead of death.
I was encouraged to do this by Ingram Bey, from whom I learned
that according to Moslem law it was forbidden to condemn to death
two brothers for the same offence; and as it happened there were
among the seven two brothers, of whom the younger was the ring-
leader. H.M. Government wished me, in view of a half-promise
which had been given by Lord Allenby, to ask King Fuad to remit
the sentence of a man who had turned partial King's evidence. But
I stuck to my point, and in the event it was the elder of the brothers
who got a life sentence, instead of being hanged, as were all the six
others.
Thereafter there was peace in Egypt. The capture and extirpation
of the murder gang was the chief cause of this, but what contributed
in no small measure was the courage and resolution of Ziwar Pasha,
who had become Prime Minister after the November ultimatum. He
was a huge man, a Turk with no Egyptian blood in him, weighing
nearly twenty stone, and lion-hearted. When asked by Lord Allenby
to undertake the invidious and dangerous task, which it was at that
moment, he tapped himself on his immense chest and said in French,
"I'll hold the breach for you"; and right nobly he did so. Half of his
Cabinet were what might be called King's men, and the other half
Liberals. To appreciate the position in Egypt, at that time—and
to-day still probably—a few words of explanation are necessary.
There were three parties in the country, the Conservative or King's
party, the Liberals, and the Egyptian Nationalists. Up to the last war
the Egyptians themselves had played no part in the government of the
country, which had always been administered by the ruling class of
pure Turks, Circassians, and Albanians, who had been so long the
dominant minority in Egypt, as in so many other parts of the world.
The old Ottomans were a virile lot. The first true Egyptian to become
a Cabinet Minister was Zaghloul Pasha, who had been carefully
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